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5| Evading the opposing team, BENJAMIN SANDRIN, 
12, applies his training and knowledge to assist his team 
towards victory. The days before the game are full of daily 
practice but Sandrin goes a step further by reviewing tapes 
of games that the opposing team had played. “I watch a lot 
of film outside of practice to get a solid understanding of our 
opponent,” Sandrin said. Photo by A. Schlaver. 
6| The crowd goes wild as the varsity CAPTAIN PETER 
MITCHELL, 12, and his teammates help to prevent 
Grandview from scoring the touchdown that would win them 
the homecoming game at LPS stadium. “I play my hardest 
because I know [my teammates] are going to give me all they 
have and I don’t want to let them down,” Mitchell said. 5| 
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